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the Future of music

Abstract

Music-related assets within the world of 

crypto represent an untapped market with 

a huge potential. The music industry needs 

innovation and easier ways for musicians to 

control both their intellectual property and 

earnings. This will make it possible for new 

(and old) talents to be discovered on a 

decentralized marketplace which will help 

them to earn money and full their dreams, 

both at an earlier stage. As of today,  the 

music industry operates from the “top-

down”. Our goal is to make it “bottom-up”.  
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Based on statistics, music artists earn approximately only 12% of the revenue generated in the industry. The 

fact is, 90% of revenue is shared amongst 1% of the top music artists which we view as uncredited and 

unjust.  



NFT TONE will be a decentralized and social marketplace where music artists will be able to interact with 

their admirers in revolutionary ways.  


With NFT TONE, content creators can efficiently and selectively upload their music and get paid directly by 

their fans and followers. 
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About

NfT TONE

NFT TONE is a decentralized NFT 

marketplace empowering artists and fans 

to connect with each other to partner and 

market limited edition music and audio 

NFT’s. Within our ecosystem, musicians are 

able to upload, mint, market and distribute 

music and albums within the NFTTONE 

marketplace without the need for agents, 

or middlemen. Providing fans and curators 

the ability to listen, own, trade and share 

music in a partnership with the musician, 

all powered and tracked on the blockchain.
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Giving Power Back to creators

NFTs give artists 100% ownership and rights to their 

music. Artists can now go around the middlemen and 

interact with their fans directly.

Strengthening The Relationship With Fans

The collectible has a deeper meaning for the fan when it 

comes directly from the artist instead of a distribution 

platform. The result is a stronger relationship between 

the artist and the fan.
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Let’s Meet

ceo & founder 
of Nft tone

“ It is time for music to adapt Web 
3.0. NFT Tone is pioneering this 
paradigm shift in music.



The blockchain and NFT’s are the 
perfect technology to create a 
meteoric rise in the ability for  
musicians to monetize, distribute and 
market their music without the 
middleman. “
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MEET OUR

TEAM

This project wouldn’t be possible without any of the members of this 

amazing team supporting and working twards making NFT TONE a legit 

help to all musicians out there!

CMO, Head of 
marketing

Daniel Leubitz

@ daniel

Head Of Design


Aryo jovini

@ aryojj

CEO & Founder


Tommy

@ tommy

Project manager


Kevin

@ kevin
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Project Manager


Yana

@ aryojj

Head Of Community


Mert

@ aryojj

Head of community


Cahit

@ aryojj

MARKETING

ASSociate

Mark

@ aryojj

Thanks to our community and supporters who have dedicated their time to help build a better future for 

artists to come.
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MUSIC AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

NFT TONE MARKETPLACE

 Easy to Searc

 Easy to Liste

 Easy to Purchas

 Easy to Trade
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TOKENOMICS

music nft token ( )$mnt

The evolution of our current $TONE, -> $MNT (Music NFT Token) is the next phase of our token 

development that will further facilitate the purchase and selling of MUSIC NFTs on the NFT TONE platform. 


MNT will continue to  provide holders with benefits through tokenomics. NFT TONE will reopen defi use 

cases such as staking and begin researching community benefits such as governance and specific music 

use cases such as facilitating the distribution of royalties and streaming music. 


MNT TOKEN NEW

Max Supply:

1,000,000,000

Circulating Supply

1,000,000,000

TONE TOKEN OLD

Max Supply:

1,000,000,000,000,000

Circulating Supply

1,000,000,000

$MNT Transaction Fee

5% -3%

$TONE Transaction Fee

8%
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NFT TONE

ROADMAP

We are hitting the ground running with a year behind us of market research and our beta marketplace 

launch that served as a testing ground for our strategy.





Our roadmap reflects the needs from our artists, fans, investors and the market as a whole.

Mid March

Website Relaunch


Project Mountain Reveal


Increase On Marketing Efforts

goal Achieved End of May

Migration of  Tone to MNT

Early June

-


Complete the Population of the 

Marketplace prior to launch


Exchanges. Exchanges. Exchanges. 


Marketplace Relaunch


Marketing of marketplace to fans and


 investors


Launch of live music NFT


Metaverse functionality work begins





Late June

Marketplace Relaunch



Marketing of marketplace to fans and 

investors



Launch of live music NFT



Metaverse functionality work begins

Beyond

Hiring of PR firm



NFT TONE concert, (NFT Tickets)





NFT TONE Phone Apps 


( IOS/ANDROID )



Partnership with metaverse 

applications



Partnership with streaming music 

platforms.

Mid April

Increase marketing of Project Mountain


Continue development on Marketplace 





Mid May

Pre-sale of relaunched token
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“ We know there are a lot of people 
who create great music that never 
gets heard, art that can provide us 
with great experiences and trigger 
intense emotions. We intend to 
change this. “



While we create the next biggest music platform on the blockchain

Saty Connected and Tuned!

https://t.me/NFT_TONE_OFFICIAL

Info@Nfttone.io




